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Rainy Day: Candlepin reigns in Maine
When it rains in Maine, that doesn't mean the fun stops. Try one of many local bowling alleys for
hours of friendly (or fierce) competition.
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BY ALEXANDRA HALL
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When you live in New England and you hear the word “bowling,” there’s usually no debate

about what that means. Around here, bowling is traditionally assumed to mean candlepin,

whereas elsewhere the default is ten-pin. (We generally specify ten-pin as “big ball

bowling.”) And there are historic reasons for that bias; candlepin began in this region in

1880, when Justin “Pop” White invented it in Worcester, Massachusetts, and it became the

de facto local way to play the sport thereafter.

All that said, the retro-cool appeal of big ball bowling has fueled a resurgence in its

popularity in recent years, and you’ll now find a smattering of hip and often design-

conscious alleys that combine ten-pin with a smorgasbord of other entertainment

(sometimes including candlepin, too) often with notably trendy dining options, to boot.

So what are the main differences between candlepin bowling and ten-pin? In candlepin,

each player uses three balls per frame rather than two, and the balls are much smaller

(each ball weighs only as much as one candlepin) and they have no holes. The pins are also

thinner and don’t get cleared between balls during each player’s turn. All of that makes

candlepin pins harder to knock down, so most bowlers consider candlepin a lot more

challenging than ten-pin, and, therefore, superior.

The truth of that is the subject of much debate and, of course, depends largely on whether

you grew up in New England or not.

 

Stars & Strikes

Decked out just as its name would suggest — with red-striped bowling lanes and blue walls

— this classic 14-lane candlepin joint has a friendly staff and a neighborhood feel. Between

your turns, nosh on the kitchen’s solid pub-style food and pizza, swing by the bar full of

families and couples, or throw down for a round in the sizable arcade room.
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WHAT: Stars & Strikes

WHERE: 108 Park St., South Paris

HOURS: Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-10 p.m., Saturday-Sunday, noon-7 p.m.

INFO: 207-743-9863, @starsandstrikesme on Facebook

 

Moose Alley

The tough part about a visit to Rangeley’s upscale answer to a classic ten-pin alley is

deciding what to do first. Sure, there are the state-of-the-art lanes (with a system that lets

players use bumpers individually), but there’s also a slew of other diversions.
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The impressive billiards lounge, for instance, sports three tournament-edition pool tables

and a 16-foot shuffleboard table with an electronic scorer, dart boards, a foosball table and

air hockey. The video arcade pulls in the kids while everyone else hangs at the indoor fire

pit, or in Spirits Bar & Grill, where they down ice-cold gimlets, onion ring towers, and

shrimp boys. Meanwhile, in the music room, you’ll find live local band performances on

weekends.

WHAT: Moose Alley

WHERE: 2809 Main St., Rangeley

HOURS: Monday-Thursday, 3 p.m.-10 p.m.; Friday 3 p.m.-midnight; Saturday, noon-1

a.m.; Sunday, noon-10 p.m.

INFO: 207-864-9955, https://moosealley.me, @moosealley on Facebook

Alexandra Hall is a longtime New England lifestyle writer who recently moved to Maine.
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